
Good Morning!
It’s Thursday… 

let’s do this!



A morning 
challenge to 
wake your 
brains up!



Answer on the 
next slide...





SPaG



Starter: Yesterday, we had a look at singular and plural 
words. Can you complete the following sentences by 

adding the correct plural word?



Answers:

hats

teeth

tomatoes

lives



So, let’s go through our spelling pattern again just to be sure 

you know your spellings, as we have a spelling test tomorrow!



Add -ture to the following to spell words. 

Can you then read them out loud?





Ture or cher practise:
temperature or temperacher? (how hot or cold 
something measures)

macher or mature? (a person who is fully grown 
and/or acts in a grown up, responsible manner)

texcher or texture? (the feel or a piece of material. E.g. 
rough/smooth)

puncture or puntcher? (a small hole in a tyre causing 
air to escape)



Ture or cher practise:

temperature or temperacher? 

macher or mature?

texcher or texture?

puncture or puntcher?



Quick Read!

The Human Body



The numbers in the margin are 
simply a word count. 
The words chosen in each text 
are specific to the year 3 and 4 
curriculum. 
Yr ¾ Spelling patterns in this 
text are:
● que in unique
● Numbers (one, three, million)
● gue in tongue
● c spelling pronounced as an 

s



Read the text on The Human 
Body and then have a go at 
answering the questions!

Questions and answers are on 
the next slides. 
If you are not a confident reader, 
get an adult to read with you and 
answer the questions together. 
Remember, use the text to refer 
back to!





Answers are on the 

next slide...





Literacy



LO: I can use 
alliteration in a poem 



What is 
alliteration?



What is alliteration?
Alliteration is when there are 2 or 
more words, in a line or a verse, which 
start with the same SOUND.

Miss Jones is jumping like a 
jiggly jelly!



Write your own alliterative sentence 
about yourselves!

Miss Jones is jumping like a 
jiggly jelly!

Try to make at least three words in your sentence 
start with the letter of your name!



Have a go at saying these well known 
tongue twisters...









Ocean of Dreams

In the ocean of dreams I saw,
Three dancing dolphins
Sparkling in the sun

In the ocean of dreams I saw,
Six sneaky starfish
Stumbling across the sea bed

Can you spot 
the alliteration in 
the two verses 
of this poem?



Ocean of Dreams

In the ocean of dreams I saw,
Three dancing dolphins
Sparkling in the sun

In the ocean of dreams I saw,
Six sneaky starfish
Stumbling across the sea bed

I have highlighted the 
alliteration for you! 

Your task: write two 
more verses to add to 
the Ocean of Dreams 
poem. You must use 
alliteration! 



Follow this structure 
and it will help you think 
of some ideas!



Numeracy



LO: I can find the mass 
by reading scales 

accurately 



Weighing scales can be 
read like a clock. The dial 
indicator (arrow) moves 
as the weight increases 
(gets bigger).Each big 
line is worth 100g and 
each small line is worth 
10g.

Where is the arrow 
pointing to?



260g So, you may have 
noticed that we 
measure how heavy 
something is 
(weight/mass) in grams 
and kilograms.

Kilo = 1000

There are 1000g in 
1kg!



Just like us, scales 
come in different 
shapes and sizes. 
The lines on scales are 
called intervals. They 
sometimes are worth 
more or less than 
100g.
Let’s have a look at 
some different ones...















Mild 
challenge



Hot 
challenge



Spicy 
challenge
(I’d advise you to 
complete the hot 
one before 
attempting this!)


